1956 willys pickup

It was available as a pickup truck , a platform stake truck, a chassis cab , or a bare chassis. The
truck was restyled in with the addition of a V-shaped grille with five horizontal bars. Optional
accessories included an engine governor , a power takeoff , and a pulley drive. Over , of these
trucks were manufactured. The Jeep Truck was available with only one transmission, the
Borg-Warner T three-speed manual, with synchromeshed second and third gears. The heavy
duty Timken was used in the early years of production, later being replaced by the Dana The
front axle was a Dana From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or
entirely on a single source. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help
improve this article by introducing citations to additional sources. Motor vehicle.
Willys-Overland Motors Kaiser-Jeep. This section does not cite any sources. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. January Learn how and when to remove this template message.
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Full-size pickup.
Goâ€”Devil standard Hurricane optional. Changes from 4T: V-shaped grille with five horizontal
bars Updated gauge cluster No side steps on the pickup version Four-wheel drive only from on.
Continental straight-six engine. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Willys Jeep Truck.
AM General. Compact SUV. Jeepster VJ. Jeepster Commando. Willys Jeep Station Wagon.
Cherokee SJ. Compact pickup. Willys Jeep Truck. Gladiator SJ. Forward Control. The design of
the FC made excellent use of chassis space, offering a full 78 inch pickup bed even though it
only had a wheelbase of 81 inches and a total length of The FC was designed by Brooks
Stevens, one of the most famous American industrial designers of the 20th century, a
contemporary of Raymond Loewy, and one of the founders of the Industrial Designers Society
of America. The fundamental layout of the FC series proved well-suited to modification and over
the years a wide variety of modified examples were built including tow trucks, fire trucks,
ambulances, and there was even a minivan concept developed by Brooks Stevens and built by
famed Porsche coachbuilders Reutter in West Germany. Engines, transmissions, and load
carrying capacity changed over time and the FC DRW Dual Rear Wheel model offered a full one
ton carrying capacity thanks to its dual rear axles. Just over 30, were built between and before it
was discontinued, however it carried on in production in both Spain and India for many years
after this where it saw many more model iterations. Silodrome was founded by Ben back in , in
the years since the site has grown to become a world leader in the alternative and vintage
motoring sector, with millions of readers around the world and many hundreds of thousands of
followers on social media. This article and its contents are protected by copyright, and may only
be republished with a credit and link back to Silodrome. When it was introduced in the
Lincoln-Zephyr V12 had its work cut out for it, it was a high-end luxury car being offered for sale
in the middle of the Great Depression â€”â€¦. Read More. The first generation Ford Bronco is
one of the most beloved and desirable American four-wheel drives of all time, their values have
been skyrocketing in recent years and rare Broncos like the one youâ€¦. This Renault 5 Turbo 1
is a rare original Marlboro livery team car that was driven in the European Championship R5
Cup â€” a race series that was a supporting event to the Formulaâ€¦. The Peerless GT is a
little-known British sports car that shocked the racing world in when it took a class win at the 24
Hours of Le Mans and came in 16th overallâ€¦. Ben Branch. Published by Ben Branch - May 20th
American Cars Classic Cars. American Cars Classic 4x4 Ford. Cars Classic Cars Rally.
Welcome, visitor! I have a OHC straight six tornado engine made by Kaiser it has miles and is
broke in from the machine shop. Willys Truck - Pickup Dinkard February 17, Willys Truck â€”
Body solid and good shape for the year, some good old fashion bondo. Many parts still good.
Both are all original. Lots of original new parts: tail gate, spare engine, spare transmission, split
transfer case, clutches, [â€¦]. Willys Truck - Pickup Dmac February 11, Willys truck, good
running chevy rebuilt inline 6, orig, trans and drive train, home built bed, drive as is or restore,
lots of new parts, [â€¦]. Willys Truck - Pickup 59kirk February 11, Willys Truck - Pickup Melinda
January 30, This Willys Truck with its professionally rebuilt engine has been completely
restored and is in excellent running condition. The original chassis has been cleaned, [â€¦].
Willys Truck - Pickup Matt January 19, One of a kind RestoMod; classic appeal with modern
technology Bullet-Proof suspension and drivetrain, incredible ground clearance and traction
Guaranteed to turn heads, instant classic, [â€¦]. All original parts including Door handles, trim,
wipers, horn, seats, cables, motor, trans, rims, ETC. Salvage Yard Owner Estate [â€¦]. We will

cover the first miles of shipping and can even [â€¦]. Refine Results State. Need Vintage Willys
Parts? Visit our sister site, About Willys Jeeps. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay,
thanks. They say mimicry is the sincerest form of flattery. We say sometimes the mimic is better
than the original. We met Pat Soffe a few years back. He introduced himself and said he was
working on a Willys truck that was deeply, if not totally inspired by our own recent project
vehicle Wicked Willys. Our Willys was intended to be big and obnoxious, capable and fun, and it
was. Still, we fought the stroked big-block Chrysler engine that was in the truck; while the
power was amazing, reliability and power would have been nicer. Pat described his plan, and we
gave him some feedback on our experience with a big-tire-wearing, fire-breathing Willys pickup.
Fast-forward a few years, and Pat's Willys was on the road and trail. We'd seen pictures of it on
social media but only recently got a chance to see the truck firsthand thanks to a Milestar Tires
EXPDN1 event in western Arizona, in December of Turns out, the truck is a remarkably good
interpretation of the Wicked Willys with some improvements. Engine: GM 5. Factory computer
has a mild tune with VATS and emissions deletes. Tom Woods Driveshafts. Rear axle: GM
full-float bolt, 5. Suspension: Custom 3-link with a track bar front, Custom 4-link rear. Tires and
wheels: 40x Other stuff: The Willys cab is mounted to a modified Jeep Wrangler frame. Brake
booster is from a TJ with a Dodge master cylinder mounted to it this master apparently fits the
Jeep booster but needs a longer pushrod which took a day or two of bleeding brakes to figure
out. These factory parts are ahead of a Wilwood adjustable proportioning valve so the brakes
can be fine-tuned. Pat went out of his way to use established and available aftermarket builder
parts and matched these with proven off-the-shelf OEM factory parts so that the vehicle could
be repaired just about anywhere with the help of any parts store. When items needed couldn't
be bought, custom parts were made. The Willys has a custom-built interior with Corbeau seats
and harnesses, a custom-built rollcage, and more. Slowing is indicated by some military surplus
taillights. A custom length 4x4 block of wood functions as the parking brake. The tailgate
functions as designed ours never did , and the bed sides are easily removable and separate
from the floor of the bed. Pat did ignore one piece of advice we gave him, and understandably
so. We said we might have stretched the cab back a touch if we had ours all over to build again.
These trucks have tiny cabs. We can confirm, solid 10 out of 10 for both these industry guys.
Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Verne Simons Author. Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category.
Search Tools. Set an Alert? Auction Showcased. This Willys pickup ispowered by a ci Chevrolet
V8 with a Turbo automatic transmiss AutoHunter Vehicle. The stylish cars and trucks produced
by Willys in the early s have long been a cornerstone of t Private Seller. Restored willys pick-up
new paint,upholstery,new clutch assembly,new polished moon gas tank,new t Very sharp truck
older restoration. Buick Engine. GM Turbo Automatic Transm Contact Seller. Very rare Willys
truck. Runs good. All or Multi-year project to bring this awesome machine to the fantastic
condition and Considered by many as one of the top three Willys Refine Search? Also be sure
to view results in. This Willys pickup ispowered by a ci Chevrolet V8 with a Turbo automatic
transmission and rides on the original frame. The body consists of a combination of original
Willys sheet metal and fiberglass reproduction pieces; allfinished in a period-style beige and tan
two-tone witha Ruby Red leather interior, Lobeck steering wheel, and performance suspension
system. Located in Hanover, Massachusetts, this Willys is now offered by the selling dealer on a
clean Massachusetts title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help
Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. The red rocks of Moab,
Utah, get their color from the iron content within them. In fact, the patina on his truck could
pass for camouflage on the trails around Moab. Every weekend, his son and son-in-law were out
on the trails in their built CJ-7s, and Todd wanted a ride of his own to join them. Over the course
of two months, he and son-in-law Rick Prater built this Willys pickup into a trail-slaying
machine. These were originally just used for mock up, but the leaf springs minimize concerns
about bump steer, provide sway control, and are less expensive and easier to package than
coils or coilovers with steering components and engine pans. Speaking of steering
components, a Saginaw power-steering box was added inside the front framerail, which turns
the custom drag link fit to a custom high steer arm with 1-ton Chevy tie-rod ends. Out back,
where there is more room to fit the suspension components, Rick built a four-link suspension
that uses triangulated uppers mounted to the custom truss on top of the axlehousing. The lower
links are 2-inch, 0. For that, a Toyota 4Runner was purchased cheap that already had 1-ton axles
and a V-8 under the hood. The throttle-body-injected small-block Chevy runs at any angle

without requiring an expensive or complicated wiring harness and a slew of sensors. Here is
where things get a little weird for a Jeep, but the price was right. Dual Toyota transfer cases
from the donor 4Runner mate to the transmission with help from Advance Adapters and are
mounted on a custom crossmember. The Toyota transfer cases route power to a set of GM 1-ton
axles from under the 4Runner. The front kingpin Dana 60 uses a Lock Right Locker and 4. Out
back, the only change made to the Bolt was some welding wire melted into the spider gears to
lock up the differential solid. The 4. Body and Interior We often write about Spartan interiors on
these pages, but this Willys might just take the prize for most basic interior we have ever seen.
No carpet, no floor mats, no door panels, no dash pad or even a glovebox door. The lines
between frame and body are blurred on this truck, since the custom flatbed is integrated into
the chassis. Unlike a traditional flatbed, Prater built the bed between the fullwidth axles to keep
the ride height low and still allow plenty of uptravel from the four-link suspension. Box tube was
used over the Nittos to complete the look and give some semblance of street legality with co
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vered tires. The bed has a headache rack in lieu of a traditional cage for added rollover
protection without taking up valuable interior space. Under the rack, there is a giant fuel tank
that holds 75 gallons of gas, a bald spare tire to meet the rules of organized trail runs requiring
a fullsize spare, and a Hi-Lift Jack that looks almost as old as the Willys itself. For the
rockcrawling this truck sees, we would run a winch up front, hydraulic assist steering, and a
fullsize spare, but those are easy to add down the road as funds allow. Why I Wrote This Feature
The only way to create a vehicle that stands out in a crowd without spending a metric ton of
money is with a lot of creativity and hard work. Todd and Rick put in the time, and all of their
efforts have certainly paid off. The Willys turns heads cruising down the road and works
incredibly well in the rocks with the simple, beefy drivetrain components. Close Ad. Forums
Photos Industry Videos. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

